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TRAINING SESSION

Defensive Pressure Warm-Up

1v1 Defending

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones

Intensity: 

10:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

Teach players the proper techniques involved in 1v1 defending

Description

SET-UP: 15x15 or 12x12 square, with players and balls at each corner. Teams will work with the line across from

them. PLAY: Player B starts close to player A. Player A dribbles at player B while player B works on defensive

footwork. When they get to line B, player B gets in line, and next player dribbles at player A. PROGRESSION: Player

B passes to player A before pressuring. Ball starts form the same side each time, players switch sides after going.

PROGRESSION: Player B plays to player A, and pressures opposite corner (Player C).

Key Points

5 P's of Defending:Pressure - close ball quickly to get attacker's head down.Positioning - dictate direction of

play using your body shape, force right/left.Posture - low center of gravity, good balanced stance on the balls of

your feet.Patience (more tactical) - when to tackle, bad touch, ball stuck in feet, failed move.Possession - can

you maintain possession upon winning the tackle?Footwork - do not cross feet; cross-over step to turn and chase.Can

defenders use their body to step in and win the ball?
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TRAINING SESSION

1v2 to Endline

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To teach players the roles of the 1st and 2nd defender, and timing of when and how to tackle

Description

SET-UP: 15x10 yard grid. One line of attackers without balls on one endline. Two lines of defenders on endline with

balls. PLAY: Defender with ball passes to attacker and applies ball pressure. 2nd defender comes on to help defend.

Defender that wins possession goes to attacking line, other two go defend. PROGRESSION: Defender with ball passes

to attacker, other defender applies pressure to become 1st defender. PROGRESSION: Add a goal for the attacker

rather than playing to the endline.

Key Points

Technical:Pressure - close space quickly to get attacker's head down.Positioning - be aware of where your 2nd

defender is, and try to push attacker towards your help.Posture - low center of gravity; are players getting too

square?Tactical:When to tackle? - bad touch, ball under feet failed move.If attacker's back gets turned, can

defenders get tight and not allow the turn?Is the 2nd defender at the right angle of support to prevent

penetration, and also close enough to make a tackle as needed?Can defenders maintain possession of the ball upon

winning the tackle.Communication - are players claiming responsibility of being 1st defender? Is the 2nd defender

communicating where to force the attacker?
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TRAINING SESSION

2v2 + GK Transition to 2v1

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

15:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To challenge players to understand the roles of the 1st and 2nd defender in a 2v2 situation, and apply the

principles of 1v1 defending in a bigger context.

Description

SET-UP: 20x15 yard playing area, with a GK and goal on the endline. Two defensive lines on the endline either side

of the goal, and two attacking lines on the top corners of the playing area. PLAY: Defenders pass out to attackers,

who play 2v2 to goal. Upon winning possession, defenders play 2v1 to the mini-goal. Attacker who lost possession is

out of play. Switch defending team after 6-7 minutes. PROGRESSION: If, in the 2v1, the one attacker wins it back

from the two defenders, he can again go to goal in a 1v1 situation. The defender that lost the ball in the 2v1 is

out of play.

Key Points

Technical:Appropriate amount and angle of pressure by 1st defender.Defensive posture and footwork.Tackling - front

or back foot?; using the body to step in and win the tackle while maintaining possession.Tactical:Good

communication between defenders about who is 1st and 2nd defender.Spacing and positioning between 1st and 2nd

defenders; applying pressure while also preventing penetration.Defenders "dropping off" to track runs from 2nd

attacker.Can the 2nd defender delay the attack if 1st defender gets beat?Can we identify times to tackle, and also

times to double team the player on the ball?Immediate transition to offense upon winning possession
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TRAINING SESSION

4v4 + GKs

1v1 Defending

Defending Principles

U5 to Senior

 to  Players

Pinnies, balls, cones, goals

Intensity: 

20:00 min

( x 00:00 min, 00:00 min rest)

Objective

To provide ample opportunities for defending in 1v1 situations, while in the context of a small sided game.

Description

Teams play 4v4 + GKs. A tackle that results in maintaining possession means that the player who lost possession

must step off until a goal is scored or the ball goes out of play. Play until one team scores, or for 2 minutes,

then rotate teams. COMPETE! Keep track of goals - 2 points for scoring while being a player up. 1 point for scoring

during even play.

Key Points

Are players applying the right pressure based on the situation?High press if we have good defensive numbers and

shape.Delay and try to dictate direction of play if we are numbers down.Areas of the field - are we defending high

up versus close to our own goal?Communication, communication, communication!Defensive effort and energy!
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